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ONLINE PRESENCE
Make sure to check out my
website and blog at:
mariogarontechwriter.com
fo r stories on t e c h n o l o g y , w ri t i n g
a n d much mor e !

About Me
I am a bilingual technical
communication professional and with a
background in translation. I have
nurtured a love for languages and
communication since childhood.
My goal is to make, information,
technology, and science accessible to
different audiences. I believe that
learning is the best way to better our
lives as a collective and as individuals.
Having attended French and English
institution, I am sensitive to the needs
and point of views of people from
different cultures and backgrounds. I
also became a strong and empathic
communicator in both English and
French.
I always want to learn more.

What I can
bring to the
table...
Ensure communication is clear and
free from distortion
I have been fascinated with high-fidelity since
I I was a kid because I love music. I soon
found out that an amplifier needed clean
power to sound as good as it could. Other
elements can also cause interference to the
signal. Communication and learning are the
same they need a clean channel and must be
free from clutter and interference.

As a technical communicator , I use plain
language and simple, yet precise steps to
remove any interference between the experts
and the audience. I am there to create a better
user experience. Different people have different
needs and that's important to keep in mind.

Technical Writing
Methodology
Every writer has a methodology, a
creatives process; here's my 3-step
approach.

Research
The research I do involves everything from
defining the terminology, to experimenting
with the technology or subject, to reaching
out to experts for questions.
Good research allows me to understand what
users want to accomplish and where they
come from (Given, New). I plan according to
the needs of my audience, the tools available,
and the business or educational targets.

Conception
The research I do involves everything from
defining the terminology, to experimenting
with the technology or subject, to reaching
out the experts for questions. Good research
allows me to understand what my users want
to accomplish and where they come from
(Given, New). I plan according to the needs of
my audience, the tools available, and the
business or educational targets.

Editing
After I wrote my final draft and reached out for
feedback, I make the necessary
adjustments. When I edit, I am not just looking for
grammar mistakes, I consider everything. I am
putting myself I can rewrite entire sections if it
benefits my audience. I take all criticism I receive
seriously.

Banking Procedures
These are some examples of
banking procedures I wrote for when
I worked for one of the Big Five.

Research
Ask questions to the subject
matter expert to gather relevant
information
Look up existing documentation
to understand how the system
works
Ask questions to other
employees who would use the
procedures.
Try the application myself when I
had access to it
Ask the department editors for
tips and guidelines

Conception
Follow CIBC's style guide to ensure
consistency and clarity
Took into account the needs of every
department that would use the
procedures
Write down all the questions that
needed more specific answers to send
for review

Skills
Skills
Project management
Service Now (CMS)
Negotiation

Editing and Publicatation
Incorporate all the feedback for
department editors AND SMEs
Took into account the needs of every
department that would use the
procedure(s)
coordinate with the department
publisher

Software User Guide

Research
Using the application enough to
figure out which functions the
users need.
Going over each function to find
the easiest way to complete a
task.
Looking up what users had to
say on forums.

Conception
Creating the document in Adobe
FrameMaker
Followed the Microsoft style guide which
is the reference for software
documentation
adding screenshots made with Snagit

Skills
Software testing
FameMaker
Copy-editig

Editing
Actively look for feedback and
incorporate it
Rewrite some content.
Add new content after for completion

Dream Kingdom
Training Guide
This is a training guide for a fictional
theme park.

Research
Work with a team to create a
brand based on an existing plan
Look up existing documentation
to understand how the system
works
Ask questions to other
employees
Try the application myself when I
had access to it
Ask the department editors for
tips and guidelines

Skills
Conception
Create colorful master pages in
InDesign
Work with other team members to
create cohesive documentation
Write down questions for my team

Skills
Teamwork
Interviews with subject matter experts
Graphic design (InDesign)

Editing and Challenges
Incorporate all the feedback of my
teammates
Agreeing on a common voice

